Until now, the research on alternative religiosities during the Soviet period has been more of a sporadic than a thorough and proper analysis of this phenomena and its many aspects. Previous reseach on religion in communist regime countries has been mostly focused on restrictions on traditional religions and their survival strategies, while the research on alternative religiosities under the regime basically has consisted of several individual and group research projects.8 Nevertheless, we might expect such a topic to receive more of a scholarly attention as researchers are increasing their interest and discussion of the topic. There is a wide range of questions related to the phenomena of alternative religiosities in the regime countries and their attendant fields of influence: e.g., politics and strategy of activity of the regime towards alternative religiosities; restrictions, repressions, survival ways and resistance of representatives of alternative religiosities; the milieu of alternative religiosity as a space of resistance; socio-cultural practices (both open and covert) used to express alternative religious identities; alternative religiosity networks and inter-community relations; formation of individual/group alternative religiosity identities and values under the regime; formation and transfer of religious and spiritual ideas within the Soviet Union and East-Central Europe and from the outside; centers and peripheries of the milieu of alternative religiosity in the region; and methodological problems in research of alternative religiosities within the Soviet Union and the East-Central European region.
The articles published in this issue of Open Theology initiate a discussion on formations, resistances and manifestations of alternative religiosities within various time periods in the communist regime countries. The project was initiated and organized by Rasa Pranskevičiūtė and Eglė Aleknaitė panel ( In this issue, Aleksandra Djurić Milovanović, by applying qualitative interviews and archival research, discusses the Nazarene community, which was persecuted during the communist period and used a migration during 1945-1960 as a survival strategy of the Nazarene in communist Yugoslavia. Alexandra Coțofană reveals the ways of the circulation of the knowledge of magic which was practiced underground in communist Romania in the 1970s and investigates how the methodological problems faced by Romanian ethnographers have influenced their research on ritual magic as a space of resistance. Stanislav Panin introduces Astral Karate, which was active in the late-Soviet esoteric underground in the 1970s. Irina Gordeeva presents a general historical overview of the spiritual search of Soviet youth in the 1970s-1980s, highlighting a religious revival among the representatives of the Soviet counterculture in Russia in the 1970s. By using samizdat 9 texts and personal archives, she analyses the movement of Tolstoyism, which was active in the late-Soviet cultural underground. László Koppány Csáji examines the dynamics of the Hungarian ethno-pagan group (Bolyanest), active from the early 1980, and complex Neopagan survival strategies in communist Hungary. Anita Stasulane and Gatis Ozoliņš present a historical overview of Neopaganism in Latvia, describing the persecution and repression faced by the Latvian Neopagan community Dievturi (1940 Dievturi ( -1953 , the life in exile and trials during the Soviet regime , as well as its renewed activity since the 1980s.
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